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Low Temperature Chillers

Mokon’s line of Iceman portable chillers has been expanded to deliver low
temperature process fluids as cold as -10°F (-23°C) on models up to 10 Tons with
both air and water-cooled condensing. The addition of the Low Temperature
portable chillers to Mokon’s Iceman line is in direct response to feedback received
from customers.
The main feature of the Iceman LT Series chiller is its semi-hermetic discus
compressor arrangement that is very robust and easy to service with internals that
can be replaced, allowing it to be used in a broad range of industrial and
commercial applications. In addition, semi-hermetic compressors are more energy
efficient than many other compressor types and are built to last, thus saving time
and money in maintenance and service calls.
Additional features of Mokon’s Low Temperature chillers are the cylinder
unloading/hot gas bypass feature used for capacity control, and a microprocessorbased digital controller that is specifically programmed for chiller applications.
The Iceman LT Series utilizes R-507 refrigerant that provides customers with an
environmentally friendly option to replace CFCs and HCFCs. Mokon also offers
standard Iceman SC portable chillers ranging from 1/4 to 40 Tons that use R-134A
and R-407C environmentally friendly refrigerants for process cooling.
For over 55 years, Mokon has set the standard for high quality circulating liquid
temperature control systems. Through the development of new products,
refinement of existing designs, and our ability to create custom engineered
solutions, Mokon has consistently demonstrated its ability to foresee the evolving
needs of customers in plastics processing, packaging, converting, composites, food
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processing, medical/pharmaceutical, chemical processing, rubber, printing, general
processing and many more industries. The company’s product line has grown
significantly since it first introduced a water temperature control system in 1955 to
include heat transfer oil systems, portable and central chillers, pump tanks, cooling
towers, blown film coolers, cold climate coolers, engineered and pre-engineered
control panels, maintenance products and custom designed/engineered systems.
Mokon proudly designs and manufactures its circulating liquid heating and chilling
equipment in the USA.
For more information, contact Mokon, Buffalo, NY 14207. Phone: 716-876-9951, Fax:
716-874-8048 or visit www.mokon.com [1].
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